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Outcomes

 Understand the value of using data 
visualization to present data
 Identify ways that Tableau can be used to 

present assessment data within your 
organization
 Cite three best practices for building Tableau 

visualizations



Excel vs. Data Visualization Tools
Excel Data Visualization Tools
Primarily static charts Flexible charts

Dashboards are complicated Dashboards are drag and drop

Constraints on dataset size and 
efficiency

Ability to analyze large datasets with 
speed and ease

Maps? What are maps? Mapping capability

Without lots of programming, product 
is static (usually printed)

Explore data in real-time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain difference between data visualization tools and ExcelIn our case:	1. The Excel reports contain many fine-tuned details that are not easily replicated in Tableau. 		being able to merge cells to create customized column labels		not being able to easily shade a cell in some instances	2. Exactly recreating Excel reports in Tableau also has implications for performance and functionalityThe ability to explore data and find insights is where Excel and Tableau differ greatly.When working with Excel, you must already have an idea of where the data needs to lead you to find critical insights – because have to structure tablesHowever, Tableau allows you to freely explore data without knowing the answer you want ahead of time. Both Excel and Tableau can work with static and live data from multiple sources.Automatically refreshing an Excel worksheet involves manually programming processes or creating macros that automatically update the worksheet’s data when you open the fileTableau is a little more intuitive with creating processes and calculations. For example, when creating calculations in a tabular format, the formula can be typed once, stored as a field and applied to all rows referencing that source. Reports can automatically refresh when the source data changes.Visualizations are a great way to highlight the data that’s important.In Excel, you first manipulate the data on the cell level, and then manually create visualizations like graphs, charts, PowerPoint presentations, etc. To simplify visualization creation, you need a deep understanding of how Excel’s features work.Tableau visualizes data from the start, allowing you to see the significance right away. 		



Excel Document



Tableau Version



Why Use a Visual Tool
 Find patterns and relationships in data
 Meet the needs of the audience
 Make sure the real “story” doesn’t get lost in 

the data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessment is like other fields – have access to more data now than ever before.  Lots of technological advances in the way data is gathered, analyzed, and presented.Spreadsheets, information systems  data warehouses, data lakes, big dataHave more data to present – presents challenges – sometimes focus audience, not overwhelm audience, not let the real “story” get lost in the datafind and examine meaningful patterns to gain understanding, and (2) communicate that information to your audience in a manner that meets their needs  - 75% of what we learn is visual, slice and dice, drill down



NSSE Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Begin tableau demo.





Teacher Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tableau demo.





Presenting Tableau Dashboards

 Tableau Server versus Tableau Public

 Best practices for designing dashboards
 Knowing your audience
 Performance
 Dashboard layout/views
 Data structure (long/wide)







Colors
• Colors as a data point
• Different color schemes

– Categorical/Qualitative
– Sequential
– Diverging



Qualitative
• Discrete categories of data with no order 

(gender, race/ethnicity, student level)





Sequential
• Gradients of colors used to show a sequence 

between higher and lower values (rain 
intensity)



Diverging
• Large low values that diminish and lead to 

large high values, negative to positive values 
(likert scales)



Managing Expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manage expectationsWe had little flexibility with initial dashboards because customer wanted replica of existing reports created in Excel



The Great Balancing Act
Needs Wants

DemandsLimitations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May have to tweak or create new data sources.  Didn’t realize Tableau better with long vs wide.  74 fields in one extract, using only 22 of them in report.Must also take learning curve into account.  First pass may take days, next time may be significantly shorter.  Not always efficient in first attempts.Needs vs WantsDemands vs LimitationsSome “best practices” may not be acceptable	-best practice to limit filters	-want lots of filters, but may slow response time	-best practice limit number of sheets on dashboard	-want to replicate Excel, must use multiple sheets, may slow response timeShow and Tell	-Show examples of issues	-Cite whitepapers, blogs for best practices	-discuss in weekly meetings with Chris		-get input (and directives) for dashboard creation		-share viz ideas		-not all accepted, but save for later		-take baby steps towards something more consumable, but not just bar/pie charts!
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Resources
• Tableau Best Practices
• Color Schemes
• Visualizing Assessment Data
• Data Revelations
• Visualizing Survey Data
• VizWiz
• Tableau Community
• Tableau Gallery

https://www.tableau.com/learn/whitepapers/10-best-practices-building-effective-dashboards
http://colorbrewer2.org/
http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/documents/Achieving%20Excellence%20in%20Data%20Visualization.pdf
http://www.datarevelations.com/
https://www.tableau.com/learn/whitepapers/visualizing-survey-data
http://www.vizwiz.com/
https://community.tableau.com/welcome
https://public.tableau.com/en-us/s/gallery
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